Dopamine accumulation in large unilamellar vesicle systems induced by transmembrane ion gradients.
Transmembrane movement of dopamine in response to K+ or H+ ion gradients has been investigated. It is shown that dopamine can accumulate rapidly into large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) composed of egg phosphatidylcholine exhibiting either a K+ diffusion potential (delta psi; negative inside) or a pH gradient (inside acidic). This can result in entrapped dopamine concentrations of 30-40 mM and inside-outside concentration gradients of nearly 300-fold. The transmembrane dopamine gradients formed in LUV systems exhibiting delta pH (inside acidic) indicate that the transport process can be dictated by movement of the neutral form of dopamine which redistributes according to a simple Henderson-Hasselbach equilibrium. The mechanism of dopamine transport in response to a valinomycin-induced K+ potential is more complex. Although generation of a K+ diffusion potential results in acidification of the vesicle interior, the magnitude of the induced delta pH (approx. 1 pH unit) is insufficient to account for the dopamine concentration gradient achieved (greater than 200-fold). Further, data presented here suggest that higher uptake levels of dopamine can be achieved when certain anions (ATP and citrate) are entrapped within the LUV system. These anions may complex with the protonated form of dopamine creating a non-equilibrium trapping phenomena resulting in interior concentrations of dopamine in excess of that predicted by a simple Henderson-Hasselbach equilibrium.